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Serverless Computing 

Cloud Run: Serverless Computing 

Documentation Guides

In Cloud Run, each revision (https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/resource-model#revisions) is
automatically scaled to the number of container instances needed to handle all incoming
requests.

When more container instances are processing requests, more CPU and memory will be used,
resulting in higher costs. When new container instances need to be started, requests might take
more time to be processed, decreasing the performances of your service.

To give you more control, Cloud Run provides a concurrency setting that speci�es the maximum
number of requests that can be processed simultaneously by a given container instance.

Concurrency values

By default Cloud Run container instances can receive many requests at the same time (up to a
maximum of 80). Note that in comparison, Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) solutions like Cloud
Functions have a �xed concurrency of 1.

If you want to change this, you can change the concurrency setting
 (https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/con�guring/concurrency) at any time. The speci�ed concurrency
value is a maximum and Cloud Run might not send as many requests to a given container
instance if the CPU of the instance is already highly utilized.

The following diagram shows how the concurrency setting affects the number of container
instances needed to handle incoming concurrent requests:

 (https://cloud.google.com/products/serverless/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/run/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/)
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When to limit concurrency to one request at a time.

You can limit concurrency so that only one request at a time will be sent to each running
container instance. You should consider doing this in cases where:

Each request uses most of the available CPU or memory.

Your container image is not designed for handling multiple requests at the same time, for
example, if your container relies on global state that two requests cannot share.

Note that a concurrency of 1 is likely to negatively affect scaling performance, because many
container instances will have to start up to handle a spike in incoming requests.

Case study

The following metrics show a use case where 400 clients are making 3 requests per second to
a Cloud Run service that is set to a maximum concurrency of 1. The green top line shows the
requests over time, the bottom blue line shows the number of container instances started to
handle the requests.
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The following metrics show 400 clients making 3 requests per second to a Cloud Run service
that is set to a maximum concurrency of 80. The green top line shows the requests over time,
the bottom blue line shows the number of container instances started to handle the requests.
Notice that far fewer instances are needed to handle the same request volume.
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What's next

To manage the concurrency of your Cloud Run services, see Setting concurrency
 (https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/con�guring/concurrency).

To optimize your concurrency setting, see development tips for tuning concurrency
 (https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/tips#tuning-concurrency).

Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), and code samples are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License
 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0). For details, see our Site Policies
 (https://developers.google.com/terms/site-policies). Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its a�liates.
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